
CORPORATIZE CORRUPTION : Win over corruption! Convert black into white 

before corruption wins over and converts white into black and kills the economy of our 

nation. 

 

Corporatize Corruption: Its a win win situation for all concerned, our government stands 

to gain by way of taxes from the government officials which opens up the largest 

segment for earning tax, the officials stand to gain by way of additional and legitimate fee 

paid by public and needless to mention public gets efficient services by paying due fee 

instead of unaccounted bribe for which they can claim benefit under the income tax act as 

expense as well. Only money can be a substitute for money we are only changing the 

colour of money to give it a legitimate shape. Convert black money into white make 

ourselves and our country corruption free and richer at the same time. 

 

 

Corruption is nothing but an infected state of democratic machinery or a human being, 

bitten by the black money virus called "bribe", it needs treatment not punishment.  

To counter Corruption we need to first understand for ourselves as to why corruption is 

still growing despite the most deterrent acts in place? Unfortunately, till date all anti 

corruption laws have proceeded against the basic principle of criminal jurisprudence 

which goes to say kill the crime not the criminal. Since centuries our ideologies/laws 

have failed to combat corruption because the objectives have always been misapplied. 

Start targeting bribe to eliminate corruption and not vice versa. We need to understand 

that black money is the sole cause and carrier of corruption and therefore to eliminate and 

paralyze corruption we need to target black money, which takes a shape of bribe to 

promote corruption. 

 

We need a system which converts black money into white to suffocate corruption out of 

our system and not just another deterrent law which aims at merely punishing the corrupt 

officials. We need to kill the cause and not merely the infected state. Anna Hazare 

campaign despite having a good motive is unfortunately persisting with the same failed 

means and objective. 

 

Its time to think like a shareholder of our country's economy, and therefore its time we 

learnt that every penny of black money infact has a direct correlation to an equal if not 

higher loss of personal wealth for every individual.  By converting black into white, we 

are not only killing the root of corruption but we are also simultaneously adding lacs of 

crore to our country and its citizens wealth, and increasing the ethical, moral and 

professional efficiencies of our people by miles. Corruption is leading to surplus of black 

money over white and is reduces the tradable value of our nation’s economy” understand 

before it leads to starvation of actual usable money.  

 

Since ancient times our economy survived on barter system, which recognized the 

principle of “tradable value of a commodity”, it’s a formula of growth. We the 21
st
 

century people call our selves more advanced and intelligent but then how are we 

allowing ourselves to let the tradable value of our nations economy be so brazenly 

looted? Who gave us the right to turn a blind eye to our countries financial rape ? Have 



we realized that with the addition of black money we are diminishing our real money, 

which alone is the value of our economy. I hope we realize soon that white money is 

growing notionally but black money, which is devoid of any real value grows in real. 

Win over corruption convert black into white before corruptions win over and converts 

white into black.  

 

For people below the poverty line there should be a quota where they get free 

government services on the basis of an identification code. We don’t need a caste quota 

but we definitely need economic quota in order to do complete justice to all. The agenda 

behind corporatize corruption is conversion of black component into white to make our 

nation corruption free and rich at the same time. 
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